Thanks to everyone who participated in today’s virtual Town Hall. I appreciate the thoughts and opinions shared, questions asked, ideas offered and general discussion. We took detailed notes and will begin following up on the ideas and suggestions that were given.

Here are some testimonies by past and present Carnegie Mellon students about their experiences with racial prejudice at CMU: [https://cmutestimonies.site/](https://cmutestimonies.site/)

The 2020 MHCI cohort provides requests and thoughts resulting from racial injustice, diversity, inclusion and design ethics: [https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GE9PyWNAnelwqJapKkKWBOxKWN1wukJY/view](https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GE9PyWNAnelwqJapKkKWBOxKWN1wukJY/view)

And remember to stay in touch with a Dean’s Advisory Committee if you ever have questions or concerns you want to share with your peers: [https://scsdean.cs.cmu.edu/advisory-committees/](https://scsdean.cs.cmu.edu/advisory-committees/)

I will host open office hours on Wednesday, June 17 from 2:00-3:00 p.m. You can connect here: [https://cmu.zoom.us/j/705414775](https://cmu.zoom.us/j/705414775)

---

**SCS STAFF RECOGNITION**

On Friday, Colleen Everett (CSD) was revealed as this year’s [Staff Recognition Award](https://scsdean.cs.cmu.edu/advisory-committees/) winner for **Individual Dedication**. Find out the next winners (we have a tie!) for 2020: [Bob Frederking announces the award winner for Outstanding Staff](https://scsdean.cs.cmu.edu/advisory-committees/), and [Bob Harper and Justine Sherry announce the second winner in this category](https://scsdean.cs.cmu.edu/advisory-committees/) (watch both videos!).

Until Wednesday,

----- Martial

**REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES**

CMU Coronavirus [Updates & Information](https://health.cmu.edu/coronavirus) and [FAQ](https://health.cmu.edu/coronavirus) | CMU [Health Services](https://health.cmu.edu/services), 412-268-2157

[SCS Alerts & Resources](https://scsalerts.cs.cmu.edu) | [For Students](https://scsalerts.cs.cmu.edu) | [For Staff](https://scsalerts.cs.cmu.edu) | [For Faculty](https://scsalerts.cs.cmu.edu) | [For Researchers](https://scsalerts.cs.cmu.edu)